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American Fair Trade

Rather than viewing the history of American capitalism as the unassail-

able ascent of large-scale corporations and free competition, American

Fair Trade argues that trade associations of independent proprietors

lobbied and litigated to reshape competition policy to their benefit. At

the turn of the twentieth century, this widespread fair trade movement

borrowed from progressive law and economics, demonstrating a per-

sistent concern with market fairness – not only fair prices for consumers

but also fair competition among businesses. Proponents of fair trade

collaborated with regulators to create codes of fair competition and

influenced the administrative state’s public-private approach to market

regulation. New Deal partnerships in planning borrowed from those

efforts to manage competitive markets, yet ultimately discredited the

fair trade model by mandating economy-wide trade rules that sharply

reduced competition. Laura Phillips Sawyer analyzes how these efforts

to reconcile the American tradition of a well-regulated society with the

legacy of Gilded Age of laissez-faire capitalism produced the modern

American regulatory state.

   is an assistant professor at Harvard Business

School, where she teaches in the Business, Government, and International

Economy Unit. Her work has appeared in the Business History Review,

Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era, The Legitimacy of Power,

and Capital Gains. She received the  Sonnedecker Prize for Best

Article by the American Institute for the History of Pharmacy. Her work

has been supported by numerous grants and fellowships.
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Preface

American Fair Trade argues that trade associations of independent pro-

prietors acted as regulatory intermediaries between individual firms and

government agencies in the fifty years before World War II. In doing so

they facilitated the growth of the administrative state and altered the legal

meaning of “fair competition.” These rule-making partnerships between

private business associations and the Department of Commerce and the

Federal Trade Commission circumvented the U.S. Supreme Court’s early

antitrust jurisprudence, expanded the rule of reason, and informed New

Deal partnerships in planning. The conventional history of American

capitalism has dismissed associative management of competitive practices

as impracticable due to the Court’s stringent antitrust law and the coord-

ination challenges of collective action. Yet, trade association organiza-

tion, litigation, and lobbying played an influential role in modern

American state-building. American Fair Trade argues that the business-

men and -women who led association efforts to craft, monitor, and

enforce voluntary codes fair competition through the s made import-

ant and lasting contributions to modern American political economy by

institutionalizing partnerships with federal regulators. Those partnerships

conferred legitimacy to the trade association movement to manage com-

petitive markets and contributed to nascent administrative agencies’ early

efforts at macroeconomic management. This approach to regulation

relied upon popular rhetoricians and reformers, such as Louis Brandeis,

who capitalized on antimonopoly sentiment and argued that economic

decentralization best protected the American liberal-democratic tradition.

It also appealed to reformers, such as Herbert Hoover, who reconfigured

Brandeis’s regulated competition to prioritize economic rationalization

ix
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and standardization. Thus, the American experiment with codes of fair

competition resulted from regulatory initiatives on the left and the right,

rather than solely business self-interest or rent-seeking. Over the course of

the early twentieth century, the advocates for the “new competition”

provided a timely critique of free market competition and helped shape

the foundations of the modern administrative state. By , although

New Deal experiments in a coordinated market economy had largely

ended, the modern American administrative state had achieved a level

of autonomy that subsumed issues of managing competitive markets into

various administrative processes of rule-making, adjudication, and

enforcement, largely away from public scrutiny.

x Preface
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